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ANOTHER LOOK AT WHAT SIGNIFICANT
HISTORY
Frontier Airlines was offiCHANGES
KILLED FRONTIER
cially born on June 1, 1950
In 1978, the Airline Deregula-

resulting from the merger of
tion Act brought about a dramatic
by Dena Andrews, et al
Monarch Air Lines, Challenger
change in the industry such that
Airlines and Arizona Airways.
airlines could expand their routes simply by giving a ninety-day
The new company’s home base was in Denver, Colorado servicnotice. This environment encouraged fierce competition among
ing the Pacific Southwest Region. During the 1950’s new routes
some carriers fighting to dominate the Denver hub. Between
were added to their distribution network, as well as new 44this period and 1982, Frontier dropped 39 routes from their
passenger Convair 340 aircraft to serve most of Frontier’s
network and added 29 new cities with further emphasis placed
system.
on their Denver hub.
In the 60’s the company introduced a special fare plan called
Given the changing environment, Frontier placed additional
“21” to cut the cost of travel, resulting in a 26% percent increase
attention on restructuring and gaining a competitive edge needed
in passengers enplaned. All time records were experienced in
in a deregulated market. Mr. Lowell Shirley, who had worked
1963 with passenger boarding up 44% and growth exceeding all
with Frontier’s data processing system in the past, was recruited
other 23 regional airlines in the United States. Frontier later
in 1981 to help Frontier achieve its objectives. In 1983, Lowell
became the technical leader by acquiring jet power aircraft
Shirley restructured management’s goals and drew up four comincluding the Boeing 727 and 737, along with being the first to
mitments:
introduce a computerized reservation system. To further auga)
Reduce maintenance of old applications from five
ment their growth, Frontier acquired Central Airlines advancing
person-years to three
their routing network to 114 cities covering the Midwest, West
b)
Reduce the cost of Frontier’s voice communications
and Southwest.
network by $30,000 per month
The 70’s brought a slowdown in the industry resulting from
c)
Relocate data entry to user departments
depressing economic conditions and excessive competition.
d)
Relocate hardware to the new facility and complete a
However, Frontier Airlines was able to continue expansion of
new set of applications
their routes, including the addition of international destinations
with Canada and Mexico. The airline’s superior customer
HARDWARE
service lead to them outperforming their competitors and achievFrontier’s hardware included three IBM System 38s, one IBM
ing an all time high in paying passengers. This period also
Series
1, and several stand-alone minicomputers for marketing,
introduced the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, providing an
budgeting,
maintaining personnel records and domiciling flight
environment full of opportunities for stronger competition
attendants.
The System 38s were employed in production,
among the carriers.
software
development
and remote job entry, while the Series 1
In 1980, Frontier Airlines became the prime subsidiary of the
handled
remote
computing
and communications routing using
newly created Frontier Holdings Inc., and became an all jet
X.25
packet-switching
protocol
for linking outlying stations.
airline with the retirement of the Convair 580s, which were
The
advantage
of
Systems
38s
was
that they were modular and
replaced with McDonnell-Douglas MD-80. But the 80’s also
could
be
expanded
for
growth.
Control
Data Corporation mainmarked a decline in traffic with the termination of service to 11
tained
the
hardware
that
facilitated
Frontier’s
reservation system
smaller cities, fierce competition and financial distress. Net
until
1976,
when
a
decision
was
made
to
begin purchasing
losses of $13.8 and $31.3 million were incurred in 1983 and
reservation
services
from
Continental
Airlines.
1984 respectively.
The use of standardized IBM microcomputers at the manageThe prevailing environment presented by deregulation and
rial
level was also an important topic introduced under Frontier’s
technological innovation imposed a managerial challenge for
policy.
However, only divisional data was allowed to be used in
Frontier, as they sought alternatives to improve operations and
successfully compete in the industry.
(Continued on page 3)
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The FRONTIER NEWS is published quarterly and dedicated to exemployees, friends, family and fans of the “old” Frontier Airlines
which “died” on August 24, 1986 and was “buried” on May 31, 1990.
It is a non-profit operation. All income goes into keeping the NEWS
going. Opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the author and
not the editor or the publication. Publishing dates are October for Fall,
January for Winter, April for Spring and July for Summer. Articles and
photos are welcomed and subject to editing and space requirements.
We cannot pay for such items but will give credit as appropriate. All
submissions should deal with the “old” Frontier Airlines. Especially
welcomed are stories of personal experiences with a humorous slant.
All airline employees have a treasure trove of such stories. Please share
them with the rest of the FLamily. We also want to publicize ALL
“old” Frontier gatherings. Be sure to notify us with details: place, date,
contact and so forth. They will be published in the “Timetable”.
Subscriptions are $10 per year. Back issues are $2.50 each. Text ads
are $5 for 20 words, $10 for 40 words, $15 for a business card, $20 for
1/8th page and $40 for a quarter page. Tell others in the FLamily about
the FL NEWS. Give a subscription as a gift.

TIME
TABLE
This is the information we currently have. Coordinators of FL
events, please let us know the details so we can post it.

DEN REUNION PICNIC

2002 event to be announced. Contact Lanette Duncan at 5901
El Diente Ct., Golden, CO, 303-216-0600, LD60003@aol.com

FRONTIER AIRLINES RETIRED PILOTS

DFW: Luncheon, every odd month, 3rd Monday, noon @
Ernies, 8206 Bedford-Euless Road, North Richland Hills, TX
Contacts: Don Adams 817-282-3542, Bill Blackmon 817-282-3105

DEN: Luncheon, every second Tuesday, 11:30am @ Mr. Panda
Chinese Restaurant, 2852 S. Havana, Aurora, CO
Contacts: Ace Avakian 303-688-3852, Jim Hanson 303 750 6478

SLC: Luncheon, every third Thursday (except Jun-Aug),
11:30am @ Little America, 500 Main St., Salt Lake City, UT
Contact: Jack Schade 801-277-5479

FRONTIER BASH

This issue marks one full year of editing/publishing the
newsletter. It has suceeded far beyond what we envisioned last
Summer at the FYV-FSM PIGnic FL Reunion when we took up
a collection to get it started. Many thanks to all of you who have
supported our efforts by subscribing, buying ads, sending in
material, information & letters. It’s greatly appreciated.
The event that launched the newsletter, the FYV-FSM PIGnic,
is set for August 25. See the announcement on the back page. It
will be the 33rd year for the gathering. It originated in 1969
because the two cities had to work so much together due to the
over-fly situation
at FYV. Drake
Field sits in a bowl
and with the 800
feet minimums of those days there were many overflies due to
weather. Usually FSM ended up with the FYV passengers. The
coordination required to handle those situations led to many
friendships between the two stations. That led to an annual
picnic which has been memorial in nature these past 15 years.
Several folks have reported that the gatherings in DEN at the
end of June worked out well and many of the FLamily attended.
Anyone having some photos - please send to me & I’ll publish
what I can in these pages and on the internet.
A DEN station agent is sending me a huge collection of photos
taken on the DEN ramp in 1986 and the early 80s. What I’ve
seen so far is very impressive. Dozens of faces that were
starting to recede from memory and vivid reminders of the
congestion and anthill atmosphere of the DEN ramp. They will
be posted on the internet FL photo albums and used in the
NEWS. Many thanks to this agent who wishes to remain
anonymous.

15 years later!!

September 16-17, 2001. Coordinator is Rusty Lambert, 6790
Ann Drive, Murchison, TX, RLambert11@compuserve.com

FYV-FSM MEMORIAL PIGNIC

August 25, Sat., 11am-5pm, Burford Pavillion near FSM airport.
Coordinators are Phil Green, 2101 Packard Pl., Ft. Smith, AR
72901, 501-783-2981, SusiGreen0609@aol.com or Jake
Lamkins, 365 Wallin Mountain Road, West Fork, AR 72774,
501-839-8556, ExFAL @Yahoo.com This will be the 33rd year
for the event!

KANSAS CITY REUNION

Tentatively scheduled for 2nd weekend in September at Barry
Platte Park in Gladstone, MO. Coordinators are Reva Burke at
816-436-3670 or Rose Dragan at 816-741-1995 or MDragen@juno.com

E-LIST

These folks are online and would like to hear from you:
Ron Abfalter - SoutharmStudio@hotmail.com
Joe Crider - JCrider@roava.net
Steve Gustafson - FleetNut@juno.com
DaveKoepp - DWK23@juno.com
Al Krauter - AlKrauter@home.com
Rusty Lambert - RLambert11@compuserve.com
Jake Lamkins - ExFAL@yahoo.com
Eldon Lietz - EPLietz@flash.net
Frank Monheiser - FMonheiser@yahoo.com
Darrell Robson - DKRobson1@home.com
Fred Schubel - FiresideFred@aol.com
Ken Schultz - FLHistory@aol.com
Terry Shadden - TOS@USWest.com
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each microcomputer, and all other required applications needed
to be approved by technical specialists.

SOFTWARE

Technical personnel, most of whom did not have airline experience, developed distributed system software in-house. Some
of the applications were automated but not linked, such as
general ledger and accounts payable.
These systems focused on compatibility rather than integration, and only basic spreadsheet analysis packages were commonly used. Users who wanted new applications had to follow
the hierarchical organizational structure to obtain additional
equipment and personnel.

RESERVATION SYSTEM

Frontier’s reservation system, SENTRY, was run on a System
38, which housed over 70,000 fares in its database. It was later
enhanced to include advance seat selection, assignment and
boarding pass production. To compliment its reservation service, Frontier became a part of American Airline’s frequentflyer program.
Frontier tried to market its reservation system to travel agencies but was unsuccessful in competing with large carriers for
travel agent acceptance. The company then decided to become
a co-host under United Airline’s APOLLO System, a widely
accepted system in the industry. Their initial bid was rejected on
United’s claim that APOLLO could not handle the additional
carrier; although three other airlines became co-hosts during that
period. Finally, in 1982, Frontier became a co-host under
APOLLO that resulted in significant problems for the company.

COMPETITORS’ INFORMATION SYSTEM

After the deregulation, the use of computer technology gained
a great level of acceptation among travel agents, considering it
made easier their task of obtaining schedule and fare information. However, the use of carrier-controlled computer reservation systems had anti-competitive effects on smaller airlines.
Some systems were designed to promote the flights of the
carrier that sponsored the reservation system before the competing airline’s flights. The following exhibit provides an example
of the effects mentioned above:
SABRE

APOLLO

A/L Flight No. City Pair Depart Arrival Stops

A/L Flight No. CityPair Depart Arrival Stops

FL
UA
AA
AA
DL
DL

UA
UA
FL
NW
RC
UA
AA

403
221
181
379
239
721

DTW-DEN
DTW-DEN
DTW-ORD
DEN
DTW-CVG
DEN

730A
820A
820A
900A
822A
957A

833A
915A
820A
1026A
914A
1045A

0
0
0
0
0
0

221
825
27
732
55
533
379

DTW-DEN
DTW-DEN
DTW-DEN
DTW-MKE
DEN
DTW-ORD
DEN

820A
450P
606P
800A
835A
745A
900A

915A
545P
708P
752A
959A
742A
1028A

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

If a passenger requested an early morning flight between
Detroit and Denver, the travel agent using Sabre® would have
arranged Frontier’s flight No. 403 for the customer. However,
the APOLLO system would have favored United’s flights.
According to the report submitted by Frontier Airlines to
Congress during the antitrust investigation, 148 out of 198
(75%) travel agents in the Denver area were subscribed to
United’s APOLLO, a significant factor that strengthen Frontier’s
financial distress.

PROBLEM ARISING IN 1983

The first problem arose from Mr. Shirley’s decision not to run

a reservation system. Because of this, Frontier had to rely on the
systems of other airlines. United Airline’s APOLLO reservations system was the most widely used system. However, United
refused to allow Frontier to become an APOLLO co-host for
competitive reasons and Frontier was left without a reservations
system that linked it to travel agents.
American Airline’s Sabre® system was the second most popular reservations system, but United was discouraging its use to
travel agents, claiming that it was an ineffective way to do
business. Not only was the costly battle to gain entry to
APOLLO an economic setback for Frontier, but it also contributed to Frontier’s backsliding in technological advancement.
Upon entry to APOLLO, Frontier discovered that it lacked
access to pertinent real-time information that United Airlines
would not release to co-hosts, and the information that was
shared to co-hosts was a month old. This gave United Airlines
an unfair competitive advantage. Further, travel agencies were
being given erroneous information that Frontier flights were
booked when they were not, a situation that contributed to a
decline in Frontier passenger bookings.
Another problem resulted from Shirley’s analysis of Frontier’s
problem. Shirley concluded that only 5% of data came from
outside sources without prospecting what the new data requirements of a deregulated industry were. His analysis was also
flawed by his lack of knowledge of the changes that occurred in
the industry since his earlier departure. The resulting solution
was a distributed system network that lacked the integration
capabilities required to increase the company’s efficiency and
agility in the marketplace.

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS

The following strategies can be applied pending the decision
of The Department of Justice and Civil Aeronautics Board
regarding United Airlines antitrust practices. These solutions
focus on providing alternatives using the technology widely
available today.
Over the period 1978-1982 operating expenses were increasing significantly while revenue increased only moderately. Additionally, subsidy for unprofitable routes was inconsistent and
with deregulation would be eliminated. Therefore, Frontier
needed a system that would allow them to closely monitor their
cost and operational profitability. Using decision support system, Frontier can closely monitor internal financial performance
of their routing network. Decision support tools provide invaluable scenario analysis in the absence of external information.
These tools interrogate databases using what-if analysis. Such
questions as what if competitors decrease prices by 5%, 10%,
etc. and what if subsidy is no longer provided on particular
routes could be explored.
Managers could project what dollar of cost containment must
occur given the various predictions. In the long-term, such
information would provide assistance to executives about the
overall financial situation of Frontier, covering the existing gap
between general ledger and accounts payable. Also, their reports would indicate what effects are being experienced in the
internal environment and critique the reasons. An excellent
choice is the American Analytical Information Management
System (AAIMS). American Airlines and other industry partici(Continued on page 4)
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pants currently use this system. AAIMS supports a variety of
airline decisions by analyzing data collected on airline aircraft
utilization, seating capacity and utilization and traffic statistics.
For example, it produces forecasts of airline market share,
revenues, and profitability and helps airline management make
decisions on aircraft assignments, route requested, ticket classification pricing, etc. Furthermore, this system would reduce
redundant work, resulting in improved employees’ performance
and better decision-making.

LONG-TERM SOLUTION

Regardless of the outcome of the antitrust investigation, Frontier needs to adopt a strategy that would provide a long term
competitive advantage such as providing superior customer
services and better travel agents relationship.
VPN (Virtual Private networks) could have given accomplished Frontier a real advantage over United Airlines and all of
the rest of its competitors. VPN would have provided access to
real-time data by all employees of Frontier, and data sharing
would have been not only possible but also sensible. This also
would have eliminated the reservations system portions with a
travel agent or directly with Frontier. “ Thus, anyone with
Internet access worldwide can participate in this adaptable WAN
(Wide area network). With it, you can provision the network
on-the-fly”.
From an interview with a computing technology specialist, this
solution would not be practical. VPN would provide travel
agents access but require them to log on to a different system. It
is not convenient and is time consuming thus decreases VPN’s
attractiveness.
A strategic alliance with American Airlines to use their
Sabre® reservation system would provide Frontier an effective
way to gain higher visibility in the market. The system is run on
IBM’s 390 an air-cooled parallel mainframe which operates half
of its airplane ticket pricing work load and is 100% reliable.
This system was the first to install Parallel Enterprise Servers
(PES), which reduced transaction-processing cost and avoided
application conversions and data center investments. The parallel systems worked without problems during a fare war in 1994
when Sabre®’s message rate was at an all time high. Using
online transaction processing, the system generates real-time
data that helps users to provide superior service to their customers and travel agencies. OLTP would add value to Frontier’s
services and thus would give them an important tactic to differentiate themselves from their competitors. Sabre® software
handles scheduling, yield management and pricing and its technology has been cutting edge.

CONCLUSIONS

We believe that our proposed strategies would have placed
Frontier in a better competitive position in the deregulated
market. Frontier relied solely on the outcomes of the Civil
Aeronautics Board ruling on United Airlines’ antitrust violations
and did not search for alternative solutions. They failed to
address increasing operating expenses, which resulted from not
identifying their internal problems caused by Shirley’s wrong
decision-making. Further, United’s APOLLO system was not
the only option for Frontier.
Our research showed that Sabre® was not biased in displaying
other airlines’ schedules. Co-hosting the system with American

Airlines, Frontier could also pursue membership under the AAdvantage Frequent Flyer Program. Advantage provides Frontier
an opportunity to build customer loyalty by creating a cost of
switching to other airlines. (The preceeding article was edited and

abridged for clarity and space. The following background information was
taken from the Frontier Online Club message board.)

Hello Mr. Lamkins,
I am a graduate student at Stetson University involved with a
group of students doing an analysis of the failure of Frontier
Airlines in 1986, from an information technology standpoint.
Our case alludes to the fact that the airline failure may have
resulted from Frontier'
s inability to compete with the United'
s
superior reservation system - Apollo which was widely accepted
among travel agencies.
Would you be kind enough to provide your feed back on this
position and recommend any others sources that may shed some
light on the situation from an information technology standpoint.
Thank you so much. -Dena Andrews
Hello Dena, I worked for Frontier for 22 years: 1964-1986. I
did everything but "fix'
em or fly'
em". Frontier went bankrupt for
a variety of reasons. I don'
t believe the reservation systems in
place at the time were significant. The main reason Frontier went
bankrupt is because three airlines had hub operations in Denver
and the market would not support that many. When Continental
Airlines filed bankruptcy in about 1984 we at Frontier felt
assured of our future. Unfortunately, Frank Lorenzo manipulated and misused the bankruptcy laws to continue operating
Continental at a cost that no one could match. United had other
markets to make up for Denver; Frontier did not and we bleed
to death in a few years in spite of massive attempts by the
employees to save it. -Jake Lamkins
Hi Dena, My name is Rudy Castillo. I started my airline career
at Frontier Airlines in 1983 as an airport agent and then moved
to reservations. I was really into the res system, so when
Frontier died I went to work at United'
s Apollo travel agency
help desk. I never much cared for United, so after two years I
moved on to American Airlines and Sabre. I worked in many
different areas within Sabre for 12 years. I just moved to
National Airlines in Las Vegas, who is hosted in Sabre. I am the
Manager of IS Vendor Relations, what that really means is that I
am the Sabre guy at NAL and I manage our contract with them
and the other GDS'
.
Now, I will attempt to give you a little information on what
automation was like at the original Frontier Airlines. Frontier
was a CCS (Continental Computer Systems) user, the system is
now known as Shares. CCS/Shares was designed for basic
airline use and didn'
t have all of the bells and whistles that Sabre
and Apollo had/have. It is important to note that Sabre and
Apollo have a lot of really cool functions because they are
marketed to travel agency subscribers. Agencies generate a huge
amount of revenue from booking fees, so any investment to add
enhancements and new functionality virtually pays for itself.
CCS/Shares really did not do everything Frontier needed.
Other airline schedules were sometimes hard to find or were not
in there at all and it'
s itinerary pricing was very limited. Frontier
flew into Canada and Mexico and to my knowledge the system
never calculated the taxes correctly.
This was never really an issue because Frontier'
s reservations
(Continued on page 5)
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agents were VERY proficient in fares and taxes.
Sabre and Apollo travel agency subscribers had "direct access" to Frontier. They also had the capability of requesting seat
assignments and generating boarding passes. "Direct Access" in
those days was nothing like what we have today. It was a one
way link and it failed very frequently. In 1984 "direct access"
was cutting edge technology in the airline industry. The product
we have today is truly awesome! (I can provide more info on
this if you need/want it.)
Shares is alive and well working for quite a few carriers. It'
s
largest customers are Continental and America West.
I honestly don'
t think automation was even a factor in Frontier'
s demise. The main reason was the fact that Denver simply
could not support three hubs. -Rudy Castillo
Hello Rudy, Thank you so much. Your input is invaluable.
The Harvard Business School case study on Frontier Airlines
totally focuses on the information technology side of things. It
talks about the Apollo system displaying other airline schedules
inferior to United'
s, and the pressure United placed on the travel
agencies to book most of the reservations to their carriers.
Additionally, it outlines Lowell Shirley'
s decision not to integrate the systems.
From this standpoint my group has to make a IT recommendation for Frontier Airlines. We are challenged to assume that this
problem arose in 1983 but the technology of today can be
offered as possible solutions.
Frontier'
s Sentry system did not provide realtime data which
perhaps would have aided in better managerial decision making
regarding pricing changes. We are operating on the belief that
when bookings are low days/day before departure some airlines
tend to drop fares to try and increase their passenger load. From
this perspective we are formulating our recommendation. -Dena
Hi Dena, Your message gives me a better idea of what you are
looking for.
In the early days of what is now known as a CRS/GDS, airline
terminals were installed in travel agencies to generate more
revenue to the host/owner airlines. The schedule/availability
displays were VERY biased with Apollo favoring United and
Sabre, American. At first only the top producing agencies for
each carrier were considered for automation. As an incentive to
the agency, the host carrier offered commission over-rides
based on market share. This did put carriers like Frontier at a
major disadvantage. These over-rides represented big bucks to a
travel agency!
The travel agency business was very different in those days. It
really was easier to book the host carrier, and the distribution
cost to the airline, only 10% of the ticket, was definitely cheaper.
This eliminated the costs associated with a res agent taking the
booking and an airport agent issuing the ticket.
Revenue management in those days was poor at best. The tools
that exist today, such as MIDT and BIDT which are provided by
GDS, were only a dream. Off-line historical data was only as
good as a carriers record keeping. Yield management was
usually based on an individuals "best judgment" rather than real
hard data.
With what we have today, we can clearly see that load factor
and the actual yield have nothing to do with each other. The
spin off of the GDS from the owner airlines opened up a whole
new world of opportunity for both the GDS and the worlds

airlines. What we have today is the closest we have ever had to a
level playing field as far as automation is concerned.
If Frontier had survived the Denver hub war, it'
s biggest
challenge would have been to modernize an aging fleet and keep
up with the automation demands of the industry in the late 80'
s
and the 90'
s.
Frontier'
s strongest asset was it'
s employees, there is nothing
they wouldn'
t have done to keep their airline alive! To this day,
most are very emotional about what happened so many years
ago. -Rudy
The replies to the graduate student have been interesting to
read and there appears to be a common belief that one of the
significant factors behind the demise of Frontier was the situation of three airlines having their hub in Denver. This brings up
a "what if" thought that has often run through my mind.
I remember once reading the story behind Western Airlines
moving their hub from Denver to Salt Lake City and the behind
the scenes events surrounding this move that Western Airlines
made. Something that I remember reading in this story was how
Salt Lake City wanted to have a major hub located there and
how they first approached Frontier Airlines about relocating
their hub from Denver to Salt Lake City.
When Frontier said no to this proposal, Western Airlines was
approached next and they made the decision to make this move.
This move ended up working out well for Western Airlines and
their hub in Salt Lake City was successful up to the time they
were taken over by Dela Airlines and now this continues to be a
major hub for Delta.
My "what if" thoughts have to do with what may have happened to Frontier if they had accepted this offer by Salt Lake
City. Would their future been much better if they had made this
move? Would they still be around today if they had made this
move? It would be interesting to see the thoughts on others in
this group on this! -Bill Buse
I don'
t recall much about the SLC hub idea that you mention,
Bill, but I do recall many times hearing Ryland talk about his
"dumb-bell hub" concept. Usually it meant making MCI a
second FL hub but sometimes he mentioned other possibilities always pairing it with DEN. Nothing ever came of it, of course.
I don'
t think there was ever serious consideration of quitting the
DEN hub. -Jake Lamkins
Hi Dena, I'
m the editor now of a quarterly newsletter we put
out to the employees, family and friends of the "old" Frontier
Airlines. I helped you out several months ago on a report you
were working on regarding why Frontier failed. With your
permission, I'
d like to run your report in the newsletter - with
appropriate credit of course. We just ran a long two issue article
by an ex-employee about what caused the airlines'demise. I'
d
be interested in showing how it looked from an objective outsider - you. If it'
s okay, please let me know along with a brief
bio that I can include in the credit. I'
d be glad to send you a copy
of the issue when it runs too. -Jake
Hi Jake, of course you may use the report. It was compiled by
Wladimir Simosa, Kathy Torrunguang and myself, Dena Andrews. We were graduate students at Stetson University, Deland, Fl. The work was completed for our Computing in
Management coursework. The research was insightful and we
were thrilled to receive responses from individuals like yourself
that were directly involved with the airline. Thanks. -Dena
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JAMES GREER

1936-1986
James passed away October 1, 1986.
He was 50 1/2 years old. He died of
complications of Lou Gehrig'
s disease.
He was diagnosed in January, 1986, and
wentdown fast; especially after Frontier'
s
bankruptcy in August, 1986. That broke
his spirit and he literally gave up.
James started with Central in Sept.,
1958. In 1968 with ten years with the
company, James was low man in seniority
in HOT when the station was cut a man.
He went to Cheyenne, Wyoming. From
CYS we went to Colorado Springs, from
there to Goodland,Ks. From Goodland to
McAlister,OK, then back to HOT in
July,1975. When they closed the station
here, James worked in LIT, then went to
HOU when LIT closed.
He was never happy anywhere but here
(Hot Springs).
Geraldine Greer ( James’ wife)

MORE DEATHS IN THE FLamily

ORVAL “PETE” PETERSON

1922-1998
I am Orval (Pete) Peterson'
s daughter
Cathy. He "flew west" as you say on
November 3, 1998 at the age of 76. He
had battled with several forms of cancer
for the past six years and finally succombed to metastatic throat cancer to
the liver. I was very proud of him. He
started with Central Airlines in March
of 1961 and was in Fort Smith from that
time until Frontier pulled out in 1984
(?) and everyone went to Denver. He
retired in November 1985(?) just before
the whole thing fell apart.
(Pete worked at the freight house in
DEN his last year before retirement. He
was everyone’s friend and always a gentleman in his dealings with people.
Four of his pallbearers were fellow
FSMFL folks. He attended the 1998
FSM FYV Reunion and sorta told all of
us goodbye then. - Jake Lamkins)

Boyd Loucks, CN crew scheduler, 11/28/96, age 64
Gloria Elquest, accounting clerk, 11/1/00, age 68, cancer
Jeanette Sickler, accounting clerk, Dec93, age 55, cancer
Rudy Skeen, training supervisor, 4/30/01, age 68
Dick Sanders, CN/FL pilot, 2/2/01, age 73
Bill Sharkey, GUY/LBL agent, 7/9/88, age 67
Joe Crowder, DEN mechanic, 5/12/01, age 76
Lew Simpson, DEN lead mechanic, 4/27/01, age 84
Harry Cutler, MTJ station manager, 7/24/94, age 70
Duane Johnson, Training supervisor, 5/10/99, age 61
Bobby Scott, dispatcher, 5/22/01
Theo Leprich, PHXTT, Mar82, age 54
Chick Stevens, pilot & FL magazine editor, 6/4/01, age 79
Bud Maytag, owner & president 1959-62, 9/90, age 64

CHICK STEVENS

1922-2001
Chick founded FRONTIER magazine
in 1971. It was called WHY at first and
was intended to educate the public about
flying. He was editor until nearly the end
and devoted much of his time to it after
his retirement from flying. Anyone who’s
ever read the magazine feels they knew
Chick. His personality & values permeated its pages. Not long before his death
I had finished going through over 100
copies of the magazine. He did a fabulous job with it. - Jake Lamkins
Charles A. "Chick" Stevens.
Stevens determined his aviation career at
the age of seven and later took his pilot
instruction at Ray Wilson'
s Park Hill Airport. He soloed in 1941 in a J-3 Cub.
During WWII, he flew the China-Burma
Hump as a C-46 Commando pilot and
received honors from the USAF and the
Republic of China. After graduating from
the University of Denver, his career began with Monarch Airlines and lasted
through the company'
s merger into Frontier Airlines until retirement. Stevens'accomplishments include flight manuals for
the DC-3, the Corvair 340s and 580s, the
Boeing 727 and 737. His aviation journalism and writings to promote safe flying
have earned him numerous awards.
(Citation at Colorado Aviation Historical
Society's Hall of Fame.)

THREE TO BE TRIED FOR MURDERING LARRY VANNOY
The Maricopa County prosecutor will seek the death penalty for the men
accused of slaying Larry last November 18. (See the Winter issue for
details.) Trial is set to begin October 15, 2001 but a status hearing on
August 20 could change that.
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LETTERS

Letters may be edited and paraphrased for space and clarity.
Hi Jake ,
I was hired as a pilot in June 1962 and went to CAL in '
86 with
everyone else but couldn’t stand it, so I quit . I was then one of the
original pilots at Morris Air in SLC and retired at 60 in 1993. I'
m
offically a retired FL pilot , but I have retired status at CAL and
senority back to my FAL hire date for passes...isn’t that strange?
Best Wishs -Bill Truax
Please find enclosed $10.00 for a years subscription to FRONTIER NEWS. Bill Sanders gave me his copies of the first three
issues to read and I thoroughly enjoyed them. I thought I would
pass on a couple of tales I remember that James had told me. He
was working ramp one day in Hot Springs, Arkansas, and sat what
he thought was a hat box on top of luggage on the cart. It bounced
off and came open when it hit the ramp; out came a wig, the head
form, and LOTS of pins. Of course, the wind was blowing and
they went in all directions. James said he felt like every passenger
that got off the flight was watching as he chased the wig and head
form down. He said he'
d never seen so many pins.
In 1968 with ten years with the company, James was low man in
seniority in HOT when the station was cut a man. He went to
Cheyenne, Wyoming. He told me about the first flight arrival he
announced that first day on the job in Cheyenne. It was flight 595.
By the time he finished the announcement, the counter was
swamped with agents from the other airlines wanting to see the
"southern boy".
I would like to hear from some of the guys James worked with in
the different stations. Where are you - how you are doing... My
e-mail address is: DGreer60@hotmail.com Please put FRONTIER in the subject title so I won'
t delete without opening the
message up. -Geraldine Greer, James Greer'
s widow. 105
Brantley Way, Hot Springs, Arkansas 71901
Hey Jake: Just talked to Joe Max (Johnson) and he gave me
your e-mail and FL webpage - I would like to join the online club.
I guess you remember me; CN-ADH, TUL, DEN, DAL then
FL-DAL, PHX then CO-FAT & RNO. After CO pulled out of
RNO I retired from CO and went to work for a little airline here
called Reno Air until they were purchased by AA Sept. 1, 1999. I
had just turned 65 and was not willing to start all over again at
another airline. Had a great retirement party with a few of the old
CN/FL guys showing up.
I have enjoyed retirement but starting to get a little bored, I miss
the people contact and the challenge of the airport. I went down
last week and interviewed for the position of "Airport Ambassador" - we use to call them Traveler'
s Aides. If accepted I would
work 3 days a week, 4 1/2 a day....sounds like fun, no responsibility! I found the FL web site several months ago and was shocked
at the "Obit" page, a lot of good people and it brought back a lot
of fond memories! -Sam Cales 1235 Searchlite Court Reno, NV
89503 775:746-0504 - Phone, email - ECales@aol.com
Jake, I know you have heard this story before but I thought it
might be OK for the FL NEWS.
The place is FYV, the time early Spring about 1966. At that
time we had early AM flights that connected at FYV. One, a DC3
from HRO, and the other a CV from FSM to MCI. This morning

we had a load from HRO of about 75 pcs of AF that only
weighed about 20 lbs. to connect to the MCI flight. We
unloaded the AF onto an open cart and pulled it to the edge of
the ramp. I dispatched the DC3 just as the CV was taxiing onto
the ramp. It dawned on me that the propwash from the DC3 was
going to blow the small boxes all over the place.
Don Enos (manager) was standing at the fence observing the
AM ops. It was at that moment I saw my chance to be a hero in
front of Don and the rest of the troops. I started to run to the cart
to lay over the boxes and keep them from blowing away. Just as
I got about 4 feet from the cart with my arms all spread out to
cover everything, I tripped and went headlong into the stack of
boxes. It was like an explosion as boxes went in every direction.
Just then the propwash from the DC3 hit them and half went
over the fence. When I looked up Enos was holding his sides in
laughter and the captain on the CV was about to fall out of the
cockpit from laughing. So, in an instant, I went from being a
hero to a sad sack - such was the life of a ramp agent in the good
old days.
It is common knowledge that airline passengers leave their
brains at the toll gate as they arrive at the airport. Case in point:
In 1981 I was a Sr. TCA at DFW and one AM between flights 3
or 4 of us were standing at the ticket counter. The phone rang
and one of the agents answered it, then paged for a Mr. Doe.
After a short time a gentleman about 35, dressed very well and
carrying a briefcase, walked up to the counter and said, “My
name is Doe and I believe you have a phone call for me.” I told
him yes and handed him the phone whereupon he put it to his
ear, looked straight at me and said, “What do I do now?” to
which I replied “Say hello”. You could never believe the blank
look on his face as I looked around at my fellow TCAs trying to
keep a straight face. Oh yes! The life of a TCA. -Wayne
Holder
Here’s some photos (JAC 1976 Crew shown). Lots of memo-

ries here. The JAC bunch was a real good time crew as you well
know. I don’t have info on Jim Booth as I was working DTW
at the time. (I had asked him for info on Jim, a DEN JAC RNO
agent, who died of cancer in June 1982 at age 35.)
Jim and I owned a raft in JAC. We used to do lunch counter
rapids on the Snake River. One day we didn’t get out of the
river when we should have. We both missed work and they
thought we were drowned. -Ron Abfalter
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FSM-FYV ANNUAL MEMORIAL PIGNIC
SATURDAY, AUGUST 25, 2001
BURFORD PAVILLION
NEAR THE FSM AIRPORT
11:00AM - 5PM
Bring a covered dish or potluck style entree
BBQ chicken, baked beans & drinks will be provided.
THE 33rd YEAR AND 15 YEARS AFTER
We’re still getting together to re-new friendships
and talk about what it was like to work for a GREAT airline!
All ex-FL employees, families & friends are invited.
For info and/or directions:
Phil Green, FSM, 501-783-2981, SusiGreen0609@aol.com
Larry Thomas, FSM, 501-452-8174, LEThomas39@msn.com
Jake Lamkins, FYV, 501-839-8556, Jake @LAMKINS.com

